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Fa IE it
by Cathy Jones

VOLUME 11, NUMBER 7
4, AUGUST, 1972

For possibly the first time in the history of the
Northeastern PRINT, all the Editors have resigned
from thei r positions. No, it was not due to a great
dissatisfaction on the part of the Editors - it
seems several of us wilr either be Student
Teaching in the Fall or graduating in August.
So in keeping with the policy of the paper to
hold elections and the end of th~ trimester
(which allows the new Editors to work jointly
with the old, thus learning the ropes before
plunging into a new issue) we held our big
meeting on last Thursday, July 27th.
Surprisingly there were more than enough
qualif.ied people willing and able to fill the
positions. The results are as follows :
Editor - Jane Green
Managing Editor - Paula Levy
News Editor - Bob Huffman
Business Manager - Bob Butnik

Beca_use many people in our community
questioned the censoring of any signed
columns or letters, and because others
objected to the air of mystery surrounding
some statements in our last issue - the
Staff of PRINT voted on whether to include
the unpublished material. We probably had
the most heated debate of our existence. It
was finally agreed to print the "Withheld"
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Photo Editor - Derm O'Conell
Asst. Photo Editor - Saundra Taylor
In stating their positions, Jane felt that a firmer
hand should be dealt with those news articles
turned in which give an air of " bias". She will
strive to create a paper with a bit more
journalistic flair. Bob Huffman felt that the
I
paper was sorely in need of articles about the
campus itself. He stated that it would be his aim
to get more interesting articles about us here at
UNI. Paula, a UWW student working at the
Chicago Guide feels a need to create a more
organized PRINT. Working with current
Managing Editor Barb Ulman, she has explored
the main forms of layout. Bob Butnik, a former
salesman . hopes to stir up some new and
interesting ads. Derm O'Conell and Saundra
Taylor, two very able artists have worked out a
co-Editorship for their position.

material, but the decision was by no ·means
unanimous. On the following pages appear
most pf the suppressed material - along
with new material too. It should be pointed
out .t hat · any signed column or letter
represents the opinions and convictions of
the individual writers and not necessarily that
of the PRINT Staff.
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LETTERS
Guest Editorial

TO

'

July 17, 1972
Letter To Editor

Acad8mic Reputation Neecled
by Bob Huffman

A recent PRINT article dealing with minimum
A.C.T. scores and admission of certain minority
gr?ups to the university without fulfilling ther
minimum requirements; upsets me greatly, and
deserves some consideration at this time .
Justice is not being done tor· all applicants to
this university if in fact persons with American
College Testing scores below th~ minimum
required level of 23 are allowed admission .
Regardless of the edu cational and economic
background of any person , certain rules have
bee~ crated as con cern s admi ss ion poli cy. Any
appli cant that is qualif ied (based on an A .C.T.
score of 23 or . better) should be given the
opportunity to becom e a Nort heastern student.
Wh y the Board of Govern ors w ould establi sh
a ~e_t of sta ndard s for admi ss ion, one being t he
minimum A.C. T. score, then not enforce these
rules, is beyond me. Why t he Board of
Governors w ould raise t he min imu m A.C. T.
score at Northeastern to 23 , t hen all ow students
wi t h mu ch lower scores ot enter t he coll ege, at
the sa me time refu si ng admi ss io n to students
wi th a better academi c record is just as
pu zz ling.
'
As of late, t here has bee n quite a bit of talk
amo ng fac ulty and students about improvin g
t he academi c reputation of thi s instit uti on.
Certainly by rai sing admi ssion standards o n
paper, . ~nd o n the other hand perm itting
unqualified students to walk in the door does
nothing but to show flagrant di srega;d . for
estab li shed regul atio ns, and lack of concern for
raising the academi c repuation of Northeastern.
D uring a Fourth of July fireworks display, I
ran into a hand icapped high school student
from Chicago, confined to a wheel chair who
will soon be appl y ing to t he college ~f his
choice. This young man offe red his opinion on
the su bject of entrance policies and possible

PRINT
The term " raci sm"

as frequently used in

PRINT and in bulletins pl aced on bulleti n
solutions to the problems.
According to him, no minori ty group whether
it be black , puert6 ri can or whatever, should
have admission regulations waived In addition
he felt that if a minimum A.C.T. l~ve l was set'
then it by all means must be upheld for all , and
no unqualified persons should be considered .
He admitted that t hi s might jeopa rdi ze the
chance of f urther education for the handi capped minority of which he is a member but the
line has to be drawn some place .
'
Several solutions were proposed by the
gentl eman , Rick Loomis . First of all , a written
form should be made available to those
students with an A.C.T . score under 23 . On this
form , appli cants would state why their scores
was low, what their intentions of attendin g
sc hoo l are, and wh at they hope to get out of it.
Past academi c records of these students would
be consulted, and finall y, appli cants that
demonstra te abili ty from the written appli cation and previou s records would be intervi ewed
by a committee.
During the intervi ew , the student could
verbalize hi s argument for wantin g admittan ce
to "the university . Dec isions by the committee
based on th e student's apparent attitude
behavior, enthu sias m, and past sc hool per~
formance, wo ul d• b e made. O n ly t hose
app licants most likely to su cceed are to be
accepted .
The aforementioned solut ion seems workable
and affords t he opportunity for competen t
persons with a low A.C. T. score to appear t heir
case to a no n-partial committee. This wou ld
serve the purpose of weeding out the poor risk s,
and permit the enrollment of students who
mi ght be assests to t he Northeastern community.and su rely, Northeastern cou ld use more
assests ..

A c ouple of people asked me i f , based on
my Pa ge-On e statement in the las t is s ue of Print ,
l censored ma t er i a l un il a t e r a lly i n th a t i s s ue .
While I was ve ry much opposed to so~ e materi a l,
I ' d like to set the record straight -- as they say
in higher c i rcles. The final decision was no t
mi n e a t all. The Pr i nt St aff and it a lone mad e the
f inal decision.

boards throughout Northeastern Illinois State
University has tended to fan the emotion s of
the readers and to widen the communication
and understanding gaps between the races . This
inflammatory usage of the term has encouraged
the polarization of the races which is preci sely
in the opposite direction from which the
authors of these articles and bulletins supposedly want the readers to move .
If the authors are sin cere and dedi cated in
their desire to bring about an improvement in
interracial understanding and acceptan ce, may
I suggest that infl amm ato ry term s and cli ches
be avoided and th at a concerted effort be
made to brin g people closer together th roug h
the u se of PRINT.
Sarcasm and criti cism m ay have work ed in
the past and it may still appea l to some people
under certain circumst ances. However, at this
time I feel th at an honest, humb le, and
straightforward approach will be best understood , most appreciated and most effecti ve so
far as the vast majority of the peopl e are
concern ed .
Don M c Bri de
Depart. of Spec ial Edu ca t ion

Northeastern 4
The Psychology Department
has done it again. The latest
experiment involves the cru el
and inh uma ne torture of four
helpless little kittens and their
mother. The "concept" is to
inject these innocent creatures
with various drugs (LS D, alcoho l, etc.) and after a period
of a yea r o r so, when they are
blind and thei r nerm ous systems have com pletely deteriorated , t hey will be des troyed . The mad scienti st will t hen
publi sh t he effect of the
vari ous dru gs o n cats . Wh ich

seems insane, seeing that I
don 't know one cat that's a
" doper" -- o nly a certain psychologist who is a "dope".
We appea l to both students
and teachers fo r their support
in our endeavo r to put an end
to this fo rm of senseless experimentation.

WE DEMAND THE IMMEDIATE RELEASE OF THESE
"PRISONERS". IN THE NAME
OF HUMANITY HELP US TO
FREE THE ANIMALS.
Friends of Animals

Sincerely,.
E. M. Liebow

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,
This past w eekend Northeastern suffered the
never-ending search for his gl asses; learning the
loss of a highly respected instructor Mr
prin ciples . of movement forward and backCharle s Kane of the Phy si cal .Edu ~at io~
wards ; watching him search for anything on his
Department.
desk, and most of all to SMILE whenever we
There are many of us who were students of
did anything for Mr. Kane .
Mr. Kane's and many of us who worked with
There are many more memories we all share
_Mr. Kane on a professional level. No matter about Charles Kane and we all deeply regret his
how we were associated with Charles Kane he
passing . But , the·re is a joy in all of us for
left an impact on all of us. Remembering
having known him as a person as well as an
Charles Kane _
b rings many things to mind instructor, for in all of us, there is a little Mr.
teaching was his life~and he wanted all of us to
Kane. He taught so many of us his beliefs and
~ave the love and vitality he had for teaching;
techniques on teaching that he will never be
if we had problems (personal or otherwise) we. forgotten but live on in each one of us as we
_
c ould come tq ,him; if we could only see one
continue in the Physical Education profession .
solution he could provide · us with others · he
I can only · offer my sympathy to those who
was someone
could contact and re~eive · didn't have Charles Kane for a class or know
help and advice from after we graduated and
him as a person . or fellow instructor, for these
above· all he was someone who ·would listen to
people suffered the greatest loss.
us when others might not have.
Many of us will also never forget Sinerely,
Poppelreuter's law of practi ce; Mr. Kane's
Sue M . Rossi

we

I write today in remembran ce of a good friend and
teacher, Charles G. Kane.
i'Ar . Kane need not be
lionized in death; he was a
good and decent · man who
lpved hi s family, hi s profession, and his country. I have
many memories of Mr. Kane's
integrity, wit, and generosity.
Although he and I did not
always agree on things political, it .was stimulating to
listen to . a well reasoned
conservative position . It would
have been easier for Mr. Kane
to float along with the prevaling political wind , but he felt
a deep obligation to speak out
on matters of principle.
Perhaps what I admired
most about Charles Kane, was
his wi llingness to spend time
to help any student who
needed it. I remember the

many hours he spent trying to
teach me how to swin g a golf
club properl y and also , the
many times he counsel ed me
about the importan ce o f keepin g up with my studies.
Com ing back to visit Northeastern won't be quite the
same anymore .
I shall miss him .
Harry Rossi
A SHOT RANG OUT
THE AIR BLED
A MAN WELL LOVED
WAS DEAD
WE SHALL MOURN HIM.
SHOTS SCREAMS PANIC
ALL RECALL MOMENTS
LONG PAST
DEATH AGAIN KNOCKS
AND THE DOOR OPENS WIDE
FOR THE MA N INSIDE.

ANNE PODOLSKY
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July 28, 1972
This letter has been long time
thought about, but until now
the why's and wherefores have
blotted out my picture of the
whole. My heart has been
aching for many months about
the fact that Mr. Ziagos and his
staff had always been pleasant
to me during "free swims". My
problem with the Physics
Department seemed blown out
of all proportion . I f~lt
persecuted and tried to communicate this in further
outbursts of temper because of
my heartache.

Dear Sarah Polachek:
In disciplinary action taken on January 27, 1972 I dismissed you
from academic classwork and invoked a "prohibition against
initiation of contact with faculty and administrative staff members
in their office areas or at their homes without specific prior
approval being granted by the person involved." You were
permitted to share regular alumni privileges in the University
Library and Commuter Center facilities and to use my office as a
point of contact for any business you might have on campus .
Following appeals which you took to the Student Affairs Council
and the President, this action was sustained by the Council on May
8, and the President on Jun 29.
However, in spite of this disciplinary action, between the dates
All my life I had let fall where
of March 27 and .July 18 there were ten calls to the Security Office, ' they may , angry words, and lost
from various offices on campus, because of disturbances allegedly many friends. I guess when I
caused by yourself . The most recent of these complaints, filrd by was young, people didn't want
personnel of the Graduate Office and underscored by two to kill my spirit that was often
memoranda received in my office, is especially significant since it called art istic temperment:
follows closely a recent conference in which I reiterated the Only now after the many letters
necessity to stay out of . other campus offices and pointed out to that I have read which were
sent to Dr. Howenstine by
you that the oral complaints which I had received recently from
people who really seem afraid
civil service personnel might easily turn into formal charges and
of me as well as angry, do I see
requests for further disciplinary action .
Therefore, in view of the continuing instances of disturbance the problems that I have caused
and abuse which have been disruptive of essential University even though I am sure that I
activities and threatening to University personnel I am expelling have actually hurt no one. I
you from the University as a whole, including loss of your alumni always believed that my words
were harmless. I wish therefore
priviliges in the Library and the Commuter Center.
This officially confirms the action of which I gave you oral to thank all those who have had
notice in our conference on July 27. As in the ca.;e of previous faith in me as well as to tell all
disciplinary action taken against you, you have the usual rights of those whom I have offended or
appeal as indicated in the enclosed statement of Policies and frightened, that I am truly sorry.
Northeastern teachers, adProcedures Related to Academic Freedom, Standards of Conduct
ministrators,
and students ·and
and Discipline.
·
staff have been patiently
exerting an influence on me
Sincerely,
that I must change my ways. So
I have now a great motivation
Willaim L. Howenstine
to correct my faults as well as a
Vice-President for Student Services
humble realization of them.
and Dean of Students
Today you see a new Sarah
Polachek .
Lovingly and Gratefully,
Sarah

Nixon Chairman
Sam . Bender, Northeastern
senior, has been named to lead
the Students for Nixon on
campus this fall. Bender, a
Democratic precinct captain,
was recommended by the
Committee to Reelect the
President downtown, and approved by Kathy Wanders,

•

president of the Northeastern
Young Republicvans. The committee will be bipartisan, and
will be very active in the fall.

A Black man who will never die
As he lived bare facts and not a lie.
Never took NO for an answer AND -

Science Building
Series
Before you end your series
of articles on the · new Science Building, may I suggest
that you interview a segment
of the UNI community which
was all but ignored when it
came to the planning of this
facility? May I suggest that
you talk to the crippled?
Ask the paraplegics how
they like the "aesthetic" facculty offices which they will
never see due to the stairways
which double as fences for
those who . cannot walk. Ask
the wheelchair students how
they enjoy conversing with
their peers · in the spacious
student lounge. I've seen them
calling down from the top of
the stairs which bar their entry
to this socializing area tand
the ony place where food can
be purchased .)
Asli,. these couragous in~
dividuals how they like the
"color-coordinated"
washrooms with the special facilities for non-ambulatory individuals. Then ask them why
they suppose that their stalls
are located at the end of all
the other stalls where they will
be most cumbersome to reach.

As for the "focal point" of
the building, try to make it up
th~t ramp in a "manual"
wheelchair. And why was the
service elevator made accessible to the front door only via
a circuitous route? And how
come they decided to build
stairways jn the aisles of the
two new auditoriums where it
would have been equally
simple (maybe more so) to
build ·gently sloping ramps?
As a perfectly healthy individual, I have wondered
_a bout these glaring deficiencies, and I wonder what other
less-obvious . stumbling blocks
can be seen through the eyes
of our students and faculty
who have survived crippling
disease or accidents.

It makes you wonder about
the architect, doesn't it? I
wonder if he too has handicapped. Perhaps he was . Perhaps he could not see .
Melody Gilmore

Alumni
Note
Patricia Szymczak has joined
the faculty of Northeastern as
Coordinator of Alumni Affairs.
A 1972 graduate of UNI ,
Patricia was active in such
student groups as the Student
Senate and the Student Advisory Council of the Board of
Higher Education .
She belongs to Psi Chi
National Honor Society for
Psychology and is listed in
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and
Colleges.

Political
Forum
The College Out Reach
program of the Jewish Community Centers is planning a
series of political forums for the
end of I August. Among the
speakers will be Aid . William
Singer, the head of the
delegation that unseated Mayor
Richard daley and his fellow .
delegates at the recent Democratic Convention . Aid. Singer
will speak about the "new"
democratic Party and about his
experiences at the convention.
The program will be heid at the
Bernard Horwich JCC, 3003 W.
Touhy, Chicago, on Thursday,
Aug. 24, at 8:30 P.M., in the
Auditorium. For further information, call 27 4-0670.

Blood Donor Appeal

Ode to Nate
A · Brother to be remembered
A Brother to be crqwned
A Black man from head to toe
And - lost NO battle to friend NOR foe.
A Brother that had an idea, a dream, a plan,
That a Black Brother would one day stand,
win the fight And
Be recognized as a MAN.
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Always received whatever he went after.
A man born with one fault
That is no longer a lifetime _bo'!.t
A man of Black skin
Who died defending his kin.
One who took a stand when injustice was done,
Who when confronted would fight
And refused to run,
One who took pride in the unity of his people,
I say to you Nate Thy will shall be done.

Balck Love
Remembrance Always,
Debbie

Mrs. Nettie Astr\n, assistant business manager of the university
and long term employee with this · school, has need for blood
donors for her husband Robert, who is seriously ill at Micahel
Reese Hospital.
Anyone who wishes to donate blood for him may do so by
calling for an appointment at any of the following hospital blood
banks: ·

Michael Reese, 530 E. 31st St. 791-3600
Gottlieb Memorial, 8700 W. North Ave. CO 1-8780
MacNeal Memorial, 3249 Oak Park Ave. Berwyn 797-3000
Passavant, 303 E. Superior WH 4-4200
Skokie Valley, 9600 Grosse Points Road , Skokie 677-9600
Weiss Memorial, 4646 Marine Drive UP 8-8700

4; August, 1972
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From a Black Brother
by Eugene Barnes

by jane green
All of you readers who feel as if you are my
brothers and si sters must know that life is just a
trial and tribulation until that last test for life,
then it is over.
Various cultures have lost great men, good
men , misunderstood men, simple men, wise
men and evil men by other men , since the very
first primative soc iety evolved into a simple
society and theri into a complex society as we
have today . Moreover, incidents like the one
on June 30th here at Northeastern are and have
happened before else where, on other campuses and in other states . I am· without doubt
that the responses were not much different
from our own on June 30th . Life for them went
on and hopefully it is a little better and not ·
worser.
Injustices have had its part t~ play and love
has had its part to play . Understanding's part
has been played also. So just what is left? ·
Like I said in the beginning, if you are my
brothers and sisters, no matter the color, then
you must know that the ony answer is: justice
must be a healthy law not a schizoid one that
is doctor Jeckel toward one group and doctor

Hide toward another group; love must be a
healthy emotion not just a one-sided affair
limited to just your group and hate · for the
other group and understanding must be a
healthy spiritual process and not from a
self-centric reference that understands only
from his immediate limitations set .by himself
or his culture, you must but free the shackles
of self-centricness to dig • the view from the
other side and the other side your side .
I
admit, neither of these life factors are
attainable as getting an apple from a tree, but
even to get the apple, there is some work
involved, tha:t is, if the apple or factors are
seen as essential life ingredients to have access
to, which can become a part of your life's
dimension . Therefore, since these factors are
not healthy totally, there remains a need for a
Black column and a Rican column, etc. ; this is,
as this brother reasons, a constructive foundation toward the healthy society in the U.S.A.
which has, as history has already pointed out,
time and time again, yet to be . . kwa heri
dada na undugu (good-by sisters and brothers,
harambe).

bike-napping.revisited

5 more gone •••
by Barb Ulman

This trimester, five more
people have found thi s happen to their bikes: they're
gone. One ni ght last week,
two 10-s peed bikes, chained to
the A-wi ng rack, had . their
locks cut.
O ne mi ght t hink th at t his
only happe ns at night, but
there have been bikes reported
stolen between 8:30 a.m ., an d
5:30 p.m . So time is n't a
reliable safety facto r, nor is
place , usua l ly. Bikes h ave
been missing from the racks at
the wings and at the parking
lots.
The bicycles taken last week were ·I0-speeds . This and last summer's record shows that no speed
range is immune to theft. 10-speeds, 5-speeds, 3-speeds - one time a wheel was removed . So
whether a bike costs $20 or $130, it's bait.
The first bike of this trimeste r•had its chai n broke n. Now locks are being cut (there were five on
one bike!) One remembers that a better lock determines a better tool to break it - whether for a
legal or illegal use.
But there are som.e advantages to being a bike rider. One is the bike rack outside th e Security
office ()-building) . This is perhaps the safest area at any time, for there is always a Security person
there. Another is the lock and ch ian business. A good cha in and lock, priced at about $15, will
help protect your $50 transportation . Hardware stores w ill probably have these; a check on sorri e
bike stores shows that thei r locks and chain s are not always very burglar-proof. One of the most
theft resistant combin ati ons have been an airpl ane cable and a case-stee l lock.
Bes ides protectin g o ne's ow n bike, rid ers and others can help save bikes by reportin g any
attempts at stea lin g, to Sec urity (-ext. 493). If t he bike is mi ssi ng, Security also asks that it be
reported to their off ice. There are now six reported thefts for thi s trimester. Ho pefull y, last year's
total of thirteen won't be reached in the remaining weeks .

My " family", Dave, John , and I, had been boycotting lettuce for
quite some time ; also tomatoes, apples, oranges, plums, cheese ...
We ate rice and noodles with the fervor of a strict yogi, though
usually topped with tomato sauce, or mushroom soup, with an
allowance of hamburger meat, chicken or tuna - all to the tune of
a new economic plan being disclosed on the news. We did have
our luxury itmes; our favorite indulgence was ice cream bars. Dave
would buy them and sneak them into the freezer. John and I finally
discovered Dave's 'stash'. "Ah hah, you bought ice cream bars and .
didn't tell us!"
Dave is an ice cream bar addict. When his habit gets out of hand
he' ll eat five ice cream bars in one sitting; so John and I had to hide
ice creain bars outside the window ledges in the winter to curb his
habit.
.
Then Larry moved in with us. Now we had four people
contributing to the food fund . I thought things would really begin
to look up _not so. Dave, who has an incredible appetite, is over six ·
feet but weighs only 145 lbs. Larry is at least Dave's match when it
comes to destroying food budgets. People have said when he turns
sideways he disappears, yet he'll devour 4 hot dogs for a snack .
John and I have our cravings, but they aren't quite as nourishing.
John nurses a nicotine habit, while mirie is spearmint gum, neither
being very nutritious. Things looked grim; I was chewing my way to
starvation and rotten teeth; John was smoking like a chimney, and
Larry . kept munching on "rat hair-hot dogs". Dave was found
crawling out on the window ledge.
Our savior was a fellow ham-radio operator, Jim Wyland, who
told .Larry about food co-ops . A food co-op, he informed us,
through a little extra work and co-operation on the part of its
members, gets around the exorbitant mark-ups on produce you buy
from regular stores.
·
Jim's wife, Phyllis, was the co-ordinator for Poor Richards food
co-op. Their basement became our weekly market place. The
families in Poor Richards order food for the week from the New
World Distribution Center. Poor Richards is just one of several
co-ops under New World . New World buys directly from South
Water Street and Randolph Street markets and contracts with
dairies and bakeries, just as regular certified food stores do.
However, sin ce the New World work force consists of the members
from the co-ops that are under it, it is all volunteer labour. Through
a rotating system of work ; food is ordered , bought, packed and
picked up by members of the co-op . Each week instead of shopping
at the Jewe l, Nat ional or Mayflower you go to your individual
co-op , whi ch usually is someone's basement, and wi t h order sheet
in hand you w eigh and cou nt the amou nts you ordered, and check
out with whoever is cashi erin g that week . You can pay with cash,
check, or food stamps. New World onl y buys items t hat are usually
marked up such as p roduced and cheeses . Cheese, for example, is
usual ly marked up from 30 to 100%. One of the duties of the order
taker at the beginn ing of t he week is to call the "special" worker at
New World , In c., to find out what is goi ng "high" that week or what
will be exceptionally inexpensive. So, if you order strawberries and
the price has gone up you can substitute oranges which are
cheaper that week.
·
Our family has joined Poor Richards . We are off our casserole
d iet and our eating habits have drastical ly improved . New World
has a menu coordinator to help its members plan for their
nutritional needs. One can't live on chewing gum alone. Salads and
fruits are now a part of ou r daily diet.
New World itself had been operating out of different churches
every couple of weeks t hat allowed t hem to use their basements. In
a few weeks New Worl d will have its own sto refront so it will have a
stable lo ca tion. Wanzer Corporation has donated 15 ice cream
freeze rs includin g o ne wa lk-in freeze r. So in the future New World
will be ab le to buy and store meat produ cts. May be ev~n ice cream
bars.
If you'd like to have more information on jo ining food co-ops, or
st artin g one o f yo ur own , call Gloria Ni chols at 281-0374.
Continue to boycott non-union lettu ce, but there is no need to
boycott other foods unless you eat like a yogi fanati c.

'
There will be a
Class ifieds

publications meeting
Save the Environment
er Taxes.

next Tuesday at 2 p.m .
in Ms. Mimmerman's office.

+

Lost Black Pencil Case or
belongings w ith the identification of REYES:
if found , please
I
return .
Lost money fo r
tu ition and doctor. Please
return to M. Reyes.

For Sale: 1967 T200 Suz uki
M otorcyc le, 200 cc, excel lent
condi tion. Askin g $200. Co ntac t PRIN T, ext. 270, ask for
Peter, or leave name, and
phon e.

WANTE D: G I RL FRIDAY.

Male Tiger Kitten , nam ed
george, 4-5 mos old house
broken, blacks and grays purrs
all the ti me loves peop le other
cats you name it and he is
compat ibl e wi th it except me,
I'm allergi c to him anyone
worthy and interested . . . an j i

Low-

Training salary $2/ hr.; full
Attractive 18-22 yr. old girl to
time $3--$4/ hr. Interviewing
assist TV show co-ordinator.
now for field representatives
Typing, keeping my apt. and
to work ful l or part ·time,
record books, etc. Ab le to
recruiti ng ci ti zen support in
work fl exibl e hou rs. W il l get to
Chi cago and Cook County.
work with fam ous TV and
Citizens Action Program (CAP)
Movie personalities . If interCall : 929-2922, 10 am - 5 pm. _ ested call Joe at 588-5279 .

3781781 .

.

1.P.O. MEETING
For the fall elections, IPO has
Dick Simpson, independent
Alderman from the 44th Ward, so far endorsed independent
will speak at an Electoral Democrat Dan Walker for.
Action Workshop sponsored by Governor and Republican Berthe newiy formed 40th Ward nard Carey for State's Attorney.,
Independent Precinct Organi- They. are also supporting the
zation. The public is invited to United Farmworkers Lettuce
attend. .
.
Boycott. They will be considerThe meeting, to be held thi.s ing endorsements in the races
Sunday, August 6, at 7:30 p.m. for United States Senator, Cook
at River Park Fieldhouse, 5100 . County Coroner, a nd Sanitary
N. Francisco, will also feature District Trustees on Sunday,
Ray Cohen, Chairperson of the AuguS t 13 at 7 :30 p.m. at th e
. IPO General Assembly, and an C~icago-Sherato~ Hote! . At a
IPO movie "The Independent later date they will consider the
· . · .,; ·
· Presidential
and some
Campa1gn
. . race
·
A . t rowth of local "new State 1eg1s 1at1ve races ..
. poli~ic:~ ~ovements associated
IPO •is actively seeking n~
·th the 1968 presidential members to help .~en
. wi_ •
IPO was formed to political process still further
pnmard1es, t t
f year and make the institutions of the
create a s rue ure o
- .
• to the
round precinct volunteers who community responsive .
ell
work for candidates and issues people. Ndor~hea~te~~s w:rd
on the basis of their value to repres~nhte bm t e f th of
the people of the north side
IPO wit I a oubetonh~- ouber I n
h b • f the tota mem rs 1p
o grather than on t e asis o .
either the student body
personal or party loyalty.
mg to
Candidates and issues sup- or th e fac~lty .
.
rted by IPO are selected not · Person_s mteres~ed_m fur~h~r
po
b b
information or wishing to 1°m
by a handful of leaders, ut Y
R d G ·k 40th
IPO's working membership.
can dcocntacdt _ ut Y tu7z84-61, 119
War oor ma or a
.

THE FEDERAL UNION
by Cathy Jones

Many of the larger countries these days find
themselves beset with the same problems that
plag~e America - the nuclear arms · race,
explosive population growth, the prospect of
widespread famine, environmental degradation,
and a succession of monetary crises threatening
economic stability. While no one can predict
how many of these problems will be solved, it
seems obvious to me that solutions might come
easier if most of the world's nations were
united by common institutions to cope with
them.
The Federal Union a private, . non-profit,
educational organization devoted to creating
an appreciation for, and an understanding of
the federal process and its potentialities on an
international level, seems to be trying to solve
this problem. It believes that building intelligent public support for the concept of an
Atlantic federal union of the most experienced
democracies is the first realistic step toward
eventual world government.
FREEDOM. The Union believes the way to
advance individual freedom is to unite the
people of the freest states in those fields which
can best serve their freedom by federal union,
while at the same time having the federation
guarantee them each, their present independence in all other fields .
PEACE. The way to promote peace, they feel, if

to federate the power of the free peoples
whose philsophy and institutions most respect
each individuals life and give the best
guarantees for establishing world order; and to
extend these principles as rapidly as education
and experience allow.
HIGHER LIVING. They believe the way to
secure higher living standards for the U.S. and
the world is to harness the power of freedom not just civil liberty, but the free movement of
men, goods, and money.

About the only thing that disturbs me with
the Federal Union is that they fail to mention
the Pacific or Mainland Asia. The stress they
lay in on is to organize "experienced
democracies". I would like to see the day when
. ANY country,· regardless of its political
background could join the union. However, I
do believe that the rinion c·o uld be the first
step of many toward a new world order.
For more information concerning the Federal
Union , write to: Federal Union, 1736 Columbia
Road, N.W. Washington D.C., 20009. Be sure to
ask for the 8 page "Atlantic Union Now" put
out by the Youth for Federal Union, which
explains Union work in the areas of PoHution
Control, Population Control, . Defense . and
Disarmament, Trade, Aid and Finance.

"t

Dan Walker, Democratic . candidate for . meetings statewide was eleven, the total ~pie

governor, is calling . upon citizens throughout · involved was ninety, the total money raised
Illinois to join an unprecedented, grass-roots was S180.
But each of the eight people pledged sev~n
fundraising drive limited to two dollar con~ribumore people to future "Two Dollars For Da~"
tions.
·
gatherings within ten days. So, each cent~~ will
The 70-day campaign has been named "Two lead to a second stage in which 56 add1t1onal
Dollars For Dan." And it will proceed as people people contribute.
.
ask their friends to ask their friends to give two
When the second stage is completed - by
dollars to Dan.
August 3, according to present. estimate_s .- a
The idea of "Two Dollars For Dan" originated total of 560 new contributors will have 1omed
with two women who have worked in Walker's "Two Dollars For Dan."
campaign; Mary Baim, Executive Director of a
In turn each of these seven new members
Chicago firm called Three Prong Television will pled~e six people apiece to a fundraising
Productions, and Robin de Grazia, wife of event. These people will then invite five, who
Walker's campaign manager, Victor de Grazia. will invite four, etc.
They asked ten people to a meeting in
By August 13, it is expected that the ten
Springfield on July 16, and all ten agreed to centers will have gathered 3,360 people and serve not only as the first hosts of "Two Dollars $6,720.00.
For Dan" meetings, but also as project
By August, if the chains remain unbroken,
coordinators.
16 800 will have joined statewide.
Each of the coordinators invited eight
In a statement mailed to their coordinators,
additional people to their Monday and Tuesdc1y Mrs. de Grazia and · Ms. Baim, organizers of the
meetings. The eight have been asked to give campaign, wrote : "No salaries are being . p~id i_n
two dollars . If all goes well, sixteen dollars will connection with the 'Two Dollars For Dan . It 1s
be raised at each of the ten fundraising centers all a volunteer campaign . The amount of
throughot the state. (One city, Chicago, has money raised, and how it is spent will be a
two centers.)
matter of public record ."
By next July 25th, the total number of

LETTUCE BOYCOTT
by A. Sue Straus.

Many delegates at the Democratic National
Convention stated that they supported the ban
on lettuce as they took their time voting. It
appeared to me that they were trying to show
that their states were more virtuous than the
others. Seemed like they were using,~the ban on
lettuce as an ego trip.
The boycott on lettuce is, however, for a
very serious reason. The niain reasons for the
boycott include the right of workers choose
their ciwn union and to negotiate their demands
for better working conditions and a contr~I of
pesticides, as pesticides have already killed
many workers.
Some of the der.iands for better working
conditions are better housing with sink, flush
toilet, tub or shower. There is a federal housing
code for migrant workers matched by codes in
32 states. The problem is not law per se but
rather the enforcement of laws already on the
books.

Farm Bureau to outlaw strikes. and secondary
boycotts. (Primary boycotts are by consumers
refusing to buy products while a secondary
boycott is when supermarkets, for instance, are
made to omit carrying or handling a product.)
It is hoped that consumers will boycott all
lettuce but especially iceberg lettuce. Donations are needed. People are also asked to sign
and pass around pledges.

SOME FACTS
Average yearly income:

Life ex_pe ndency:
Education:
.
.
Accidental d~ath - .
TB
Respiratory infections and
dt!aths:

$2,700 1970
. (US. Dept. of
Labor)
49 years
80% never finish
high school
300% higher*
230% higher*

In 1970 the California growers were asked by · * in comparison to national rate.
the United Farm Workers (UFW), headed by
Cesar Chaves, for a negotiated contract to NUMBERS TO CALL:
improve salaries and working conditions. The
878-0280
lettuce growers instead turned to the Teamsters' North Chicago
864-2308
Union and made a deal with them at the North Suburbs
EU 8-4938
expense of the UFW.
West Suburbs
748-4528
Around 7,000 lettuce workers struck the South Suburbs
produce industry protesting for their right to Main Office
939-5120
choose their own union . At this point some Address: 1300 s. Wabash
_growers rescinded their teamster contract, but
others obtained a court order against all strike
In support of Cesar Chaver's fast for justice
activities in the Salinas Valley.
for farm workers and in the knowledge
A boycott was called for in October, 1970
that farm workers have for too long bee, ,
which extended till April, 1971. Then 200
·vidims of needless exploitation and disgrowers indicated that they were inclined to
crimination, I support the lettuce boycott.
negotiate. Thus the boycott was called off as
weekly meetings began in May which lasted till
HAST A LA VICTORIA, I PLEDGE:
November of 1971. Talks broke down as only 6
of the growers signed the proposed UFW •
not to eat lettuce
contract which differed little from the successful
to tell all my friends about
earlier struggle with the grape growers.
the lettuce boycott
It became obvious that the growers were
to raise the issue of the
stalling for ti~e to squash the momentum that
lettuce boycott wherever
was building up on the issue with sympathy for
I see lettuce
the farm workers climbing. Once again there
was a decision to boycott as the only means
Signed
available to fight the growers. At the same time
the growers were sponsoring legilsation in
Date
California and other states with the American
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LETTERS
Athletic Banquets

MEMO TO:

TO

THE UNI BODY

FROM: R. L. GILBERT

Two peo ple were kil led here awhile ago and I classwork and invoking a prohibition against
don't believe it had to happen. Thre should be a initiat_
The Student Fees and Allocations Committee has been asked
i on of contact with faculty and
procedure for the handling of an academic administrative staff members in their office areas
why the inter-varsity athletic teams were given permission to
situation w here a student is so emotionally or at their homes without specific prior approval
have an awards banquet when this had been denied most clubs
involved he threatens the life bf a faculty being granted by the person involved. The
and organizations . It should be indicated that this has not been
allowed every year and that the athletic teams are not the only
member. The student should have an opportunity explusion from formal classwork is to be
university clubs or organizations allowed this expenditure,
to be heard by a faculty-student body which can permanent. You may continue to share . the
though the exceptions have been very few . The athletic banquet
do something for the student - If the students regular alumni priviliges in the University Library
request is traditionally one of the most discussed items in the
complaints are found valid. Do we have such a and Commuter Center facilities , and you may use
entire budget. During the past several years the banquet was
procedure? Dowe have such committees? Do the the Dean of Students as a point of contact for any
never approved , if at all, until late in the year when it appeared
Student Affairs Council and Student-Faculty business you may have on campus . Obviously,
some funds would be remaining in their account or in our_s.
Redress Committees meet these needs? If so, was further infractions of the Standard of Conduct
· Many students feel that the contributions of the athletic teams
Nate Allen informed that he had these options? could lead to suspension of these privileges as
in terms of the number of students participating, time spent by
If not, why not?
well. "
the participants, and the number of university students attE;nding
The procedure for handling this situation
It seems to me a student is permanently
the athletic events does indeed make this request more
should include counseling of the student by a expelled when he is found to represent a
significant than most banquet requests . In addition, many
qualified behavioral scientist who is not grossly permanent danger of some sort to the University.
students realize that an athletic banquet is traditional at most
overworked . This counsellor should also make a What is the point of permanently expelling a
colleges . Other students counter each of the above statements
recommendation as to whether or not the student and then backing down time after time.
with ideas to the contrary . This issue has always been
students needs will be met by his continued Apparently now she has been told, if she behaves
controversial and the committee vote has been split.
attendance here. This recommendation should for a year, she may be readmitted . This same
The athletic teams were allowed a banquet last year and one
be made to a student-faculty committee who person has stated in front of several withnesses
this year. Late in the summer of 1971 the eleven athletic teams
would then decide whether the needs of the that perhaps other faculty need shooting. How is
. asked if they could use funds remaining in six of their budgets
student are compatible with the mission of the anyone - student or faculty - to respect the
for a banquet. After a heated discussion the request was
University. This body should have the final say. Univer~ity and its rules, if the rules are apparently
approved by a split vote. The banquet allocation was approved,
The University should not allow the situation to ignored.
and the athletic department decided to divide it into one for
continue where the decisions of student-faculty
I would then move - if we don't have
men and one for women . The cost amounted to $65.40 per t~am
bodies are ignored as per Sarah Polachek.
procedures as described above for the
for each of eleven teams, $720.00 total. This year they again
The Student Affairs Council upheld her adoption of same - only this time let it be "with
asked for a banquet. The request received much discussion and
explusion . Dean Howenstine in a letter dated teeth" for the protection of both the student, the
was again approved by a split vote which was followed by a
1/ 27 / 72 informed Mrs. Plachek " Accordingly, I faculty, and the University.
request to the athletic department to re-assess their entire
am hereby dismissing you from your academic
awards program with the probability of a lower budget in the
future . The amount spent on the second banquet amounted to
$75.54 per team for each of the eleven teams , $830.95 total.
They chose .to have separate banquets for the men's and
women's teams and also to divide the men's into winter teams
and spring teams. Most of the teams have also requested
banquets for next year but these have alread been eliminated by -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --......,
the committee. The total dollars spent on the ath letic program
and the per centage of the Student Fees Budget is quite minimal
compared to other schools, especially in Illinois. The athletic
Women students are invited
budgets are subject to the same scrutiny as all other budgets and
to
join the newly formed
BY S.L.U.B.
they have been cut every year, sometimes severely .
Northeastern
Chapter of UniIn conclusion I wish to thank the PRINT for their interest in
The "F.U." as we affec- William Jewel College in Li berStudent Fees a~d Allocations and for allowing this information versity and College Women of
tionately refer to our li ttle ty, Missouri, University of
Illinois.
to be printed .
haven in E-20 is more formally W isconsin at Eau Claire, Un iknown as the Forensics Union . versi ty of Iowa, University of
Dr. Edgar B. Gangware, Chairman
The purpose of th is group,
The " F.U ." offers debate (on North Dakota and Pace ColStudent Fees and Allocations Comm ittee
open to all students, staff and
all levels) , oratory, extem- lege in New York. Our schedfaculty, is to gain equality for
poraneous speaking, oral inter- ule of tournaments next year
women on campuses and to
pretation of literature, after expects to be equally exciting.
So if you like to talk and
inform women of issues relatdinner speaking, rhetorical criing to their lives. Plans are
ticism , oratorical declamation you enjoy travel , visit our
under way to conduct studies
and radio and TV broadcast- office in E-20 (Behind the
auditorium stage) or call Ext.
at the University; for example,
ting.
statistic s are now beingLast year our tournaments 545 .
And remember the " F.U."
comp i led on discriminatory
took us to Bradley University
wants
you! !!
practices of hiring promotion
in Peoria, Elmhust College,
and salaries of student aides,
sta ff and faculty . A t the
present time 69 women at UNI
have indicated an interest in
joining.

If you are interested in the
group, please send your name
and address to Bernice Zimmerman, E-218 or Donna lven ,
C-311 and you will be put on
our mailing list .

THE METRONOME

3321 W . Bryn Mawr
Northside sheet music headquarters
Large Selection of
Contemporary Song Books, Method Books

SHAfER
FLORIITI

If its in print ... we11 get it for you!!

8rynMawr

Complete line of mucial accessories

at

'Kimbell _
Phone 478-6278
18" Discount to 111
NIU Students and Faculty

Superior guitar lessons - . all styles
Stop and see us for your Mustcal Needs.
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EDITOR

At t he last Faculty Senat e meeting Dr. R. Gilbert of the Physics Department handed
out a memo to the UNI community. That memo is being printed in this issue of
the PRINT. In order to let the community know exactly w hat the policy of the
University. is, we are pri nting an excerpt from the University's statement of policy
and procedure related to academic freedom, standards of conduct, and discipli ne.
This Po li cty was dated March 1971.

STANDARD OF CONDUCT
In accordance with the fo regoing state ment, a student enrolli ng in th is institution
assumes an obligation to conduct himse lf in a man ner compatible with its fu nction
as an institution of higher education. A student is su bject to insti tu tional discipline
for the follow ing acts of m isconduct:
1. Di shonesty, such as cheat ing, plagiari sm or kn owin gly fu rni shing fal se info rm atio n to t he insti t ution .
2. Forgery, alteratio n or misuse of d ocumen ts, record s or identi ficat ion o f the
insti t uti o n.
3. Obstru cti on o r di sruption of institutional acti vities or of authorized activities
on the cam pus.
4. Phys ical abuse of another person or con du ct whi ch threatens or endangers
anot her, whether on the campu s or at a f un ction spon sored or supervised by
th e institu ti on .
5. Theft of property or damage (other t han neg ligent ) to property of the
in stitution , or of a member of t he the institutio nal comm un ity, or a v isitor to
t he cam pus.
6. Unautho ri zed entrance or use of inst itutional facilities .
7. Vi olation of in stitt1tional regulat ions con cernin g registrat ion of organi zation s,
manner and p lace of public 'express ion, and use of inst itut ional fac il it ies.
8. Use, possession o r distribution of either narc oti c or dangerous drugs, suc h as
marij uana and lysercic acid d iethy lam ide (LSD), except as perm itted by law .
9. Lewd, obscene or d isorderly condu ct , whether on the campus or at a f uncti on
's ponsored or supervised by the insti tution .
10. Possession of weapons , whether on campus or at functions sponsored or
supervised by the institution.
11. Failure to comply with the direction of any autho rized institutional representative, acting lawfully in the performance of his duties.

The following is a list of the clubs entitled to student fee money. The first
column is the name of the club, the second column contains the balance of
monies for that club at the end of the school year. The third column is each
club's allocation for .the year 1971-72, except as noted . The final column c_
o ntains
the balance as of the date indicated .
Under t he established general policies of the student fees and allocations
comm ittee can be found t he followi ng statement; "BANQUET: Many clubs and
organ izations have req uested banquets . Because of the expense, banquets are not
allowed except ir1 most unu sual si tu ati o n. "
If this is t he case I won der if some could exp lain to us the following items
taken from the Athl etic Fu nd's balance sheet :

9/7·
9/9
3/28
4/1 9
5/11
6/19
6/ 22

Men 's banquet
Women 's banquet
Men's banquet, V illage Cart
Women 's banquet deposit
Women's banquet balance
Men 's banquet deposit
Men 's banquet balance

4/14 Refund on deposit
9/16 Refund on deposit
Total monies spent on banquet s .

$495.00
175.00 ·
446.25
50.00 255.50
30.00
160.00
$1:61 1.75
110.80
207 .60
$1,293.35

It does seem rather strange that one club had five " most unusual " situations in one year.

DISCIPLINARY MEASURES
Violation of the prescribed standards of condu ct might bring imposition of any of
the following types of disciplinary action:
· 1. Official warning - notification by the Office of the Dean of Students that the
student has violated provisions of the Standard of Conduct and warning that
another offense would be at the risk of serious penalty.
2. Non-academic probation - a disciplinary status which does not interfere with
the students's right to enroll in and attend classes, but which includes some
restrictions or requirements as determined in the particular case,
3. Suspension - a temporary denial of the privilege of continuing as a student.
At the termination of the suspension the student will be entitled to resume his
ed ucatio n without meeting any special entrance requ irements.
4. Expulsion - a permanent denial of the privilige of co ntinuing as a student.

UNI Policy for Student
Redress .on Grades
All students have a legitimate right to seek redress when they consider their grade in a course to be
unreasonable or unjust. The faculty senate recommends that the following procedures be instituted to
allow a student to obtain consideration and possible redress of such a grievance.
1. The student should consult the instru cto r for reconsideration of t h e grade.
2. If the aboveoption does not satisfay the student he may then approach the instructor's
department chairman and ask for an investigation of his grievance .
At this time the student will present a written statement to the department chairman explaining
the reasons for feeling his grade was 'unjustified.
The department chairman will then consult the faculty member involved' and obtain from him
any information pertinent to the case which the instructor feels justifies t he grade given.
The department chairman will then discu ss the grievance with the student and may or may not
indicate to the student whether or not he feels the complaint is justified.
3. If the student feels that his complaint has not been properly dealt with he can then appeal in
writing to the dean of the appropriate co llege. If the dean feels the merits of the case justify
further investigation beyond the department level he may then refer the grievance to a
committee which shall be known as the Student Redress Committee .
4. Th e Student Redress- Committee shall be composed of seven members as follows :
'
Two faculty members from the Academic Freedom and Welfare Committee.
Two faculty members from the Student Affairs Coun ci l.
Two student members from the Student Affai rs Council.
The Dean of the college involved or his representative.
The department chairman shall be present during the hearing of the case.
The Stud ent Redress Committee will investigate the case, consult with the stu dent and ·faculty
mem be r involved, and make a judgement.
If the committee decides the student has been unfairly graded they sh_all have t he power to
change the grade from a letter grade to a grade of "P" (pass) .
If t he committee decides there is insuff icient evidence to support th e student's cl aim the
ori ginal grade will stand .
Th e decisio n of t he Student Red ress Com mi ttee shall be f inal.

Michael Cunningham

Four More for Spiro
by Bob Butnik

Four years now Spiro T. Agn ew has been bombarding the news
media and the " liberal elite snobs" of this country with colorful
verbal attack s. And for four yea rs they hav e been
counterattacking the Vice-President with verbal bombardme nts
of their own, although far less colorful ·ones . Spiro probably
stands as. the most controversial Vice-President· in our short 200
year history. Yes, Spiro is hated by many, but his vivid orations
are app lauded by just as many, if not more. His haters
demanded that his venomous oratory be banned from American
politics while his backers flooded the roadways with "Sp iro is
Our Hero" bumper stickers. Until Nixon put the dampers on his
Vice-President one couldn' t pick up a morning paper without
reading a few choise quotes of Spiro lambasting the hippies, the
leftist media, those pinko educators , the Democrats and even an
occas io nal Republican, presented during some fundraising dinner
of the preceeding ni ght.

Those being attacked have recommended that Nixon drop
Spiro and pick another running mate in '72. They claim Spiro
devides and inflames the country, and that Nixon would have an
easie r time of being re-elected if he were to pick a liberal or at
least a moderate to balan ce the ticket. Since most of these
people would like also to have Nixon rep laced , their motives for
these recommendations must be questioned . Never the less
Nixon has just announced that he has picked Spiro ru ~ fh him
again. Let's look at why? Nixon being the in cumbent must run on
his record , for that reason he must show complete confiden ce
and approval over his last four years in office, he must not admit
that he has made any mistakes or poor decision . By changi ng hi s
Vice-President in mid-stream he is in effect showi ng some
disapprovial over some portion of his administration . Thi s_
admission of disapproval cou ld then be exploited by · the
Democrats to make -the voters believe he has mad e other unwise
decisions during his term.

Another reason to keep Spiro on the ti cket would be to avoid
any possible disharmony with1n the Republ ica n ranks that may
have been caused by opening up a competition for the office.
This disharmony wou ld have especially tak"!n place if a name
such as Connally was considered for the office. The problem of a
running mate was so lved four years ago, so why tack le it again .
Spiro has a talent of drawing media attention to himself and
away from the President. Thi s can be definite advantage to a
President at times.

A most interesting point is the fact that a number of polls
have shown that Nixon would lose more strength than he would
gain by dumping Spiro. Many people agree with what Spiro has
been saying. Conservatives would especially be u pset, for many
of t hem are extremely upset with the N ixon adm inistration to
date, in parttcul ar the arm s lim itations agreements w ith the
USSR and t he recog nition of Red China. But keepin g Spiro on
the ti cket shou ld p lease t hem .
A nd of cou"rse, w hy break up a w inn ing team ?
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Commuter Center Occupancy
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_Programming for the new
commuter center facilities
began on October 23, 1%8 with
the appointment by President ·
Sachs of an Ad Hoc Building
Program Committee composed
of six students, four faculty
members and one administrator, with the University's
Campus Planning Officer serving as technical advisor. The
committee conducted many
surveys and visited several
recently built student unions to
determine what students want
in such a facility .
- In January, 1970 the Univer'sity hired a full-time director of
't~e Commuter Center, Mr. Cliff
E. Harralson , who has contributed much to the design of the
facilities , and also in January,
1970 the Board of Governors
approved retaining the firm of
Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum, Inc. of Belleville, Illinois
as the architects for the project
through completion of schematic drawings and Mr. Max H.
Andrews of Queens College,
New York City as the building
program consultant.
A design based upon completely new facilihes was
planned and approved by the
Building Committee on Septempter 18, 1970 for a site at
the southwest end of the
existing campus and adjacent
_to a future new library. At a
general referendum on November 10, 1970 the UNI student
body voted that the increase in
commuter center fees for the
proposed facility was excessive,
thereby rejecting the project as
designed .
The project then lay dormant
for nine months while other
alternatives to financing the
project, as well as other
proposals for various types. of
student unions, were explored.
The concept of providing an
addition to our existing student
union facilities was carefully
studied.
Revisions to the program
were made during the months
of October through ~cember,
1971 by the Building Committee and planning consultant
outlining a new facility as an
"addition" to the existing
commuter center. It was shown
that by remodeling existing
spaces a new addition of 57,600
gross square feet would fulfil!
commuter center space needs.
A determination was made that
a building project of this size
would not require an increase
in student fees for its support if
a Department of Housing and
Urban Development College
Housing Interest Subsidy Debt
Service grant was also received .
In January, 1972 the Board
authorized the preparation of
schematic drawings for the
"addition" concept and in
April, 1972 approved the
submitting of a grant application to HUD. The - Building
Committee approved the plans
.for the addition on March
30, 1972 and President Sachs
approved them on April 25,

4, August, 1972
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1972. The application . was
submitted on April 28, 1972 and
HUD on June 29, 1972 informed
the University that it has
approved a debt service
reservation for this project of at
least $70,000.00 per year for the
time required to retire revenue
bonds to be sold to finance the
project. Permission is now
requested to proceed with the
project through ~ompletion of
bid documents and solicitation
for bids and to request approval
from the Illinois Board of
Higher Education for the
construction of suc h a " noninstructional" facility.
The design as developed is a
three level structure with dining
facilities , for 3000 duri ng one
meal servi ng, on a lower level
adjacent to remodeled existing
facilities, which provide a
recreation room and student
activity spaces on the same
level. On the main level, which
is at grade, a multifunction
space and "pub!' are planned
for the new addition with a
book store located in the
· remodeled existing building.
The upper level of the addition
contains student meeting
rooms and · commuter center
administration spaces with
student organization spaces on
the upper level of · the
remodeled facilities .
Building structure is of
fireproofed steel frame with
columns at 24 feet in each
direction and all spaces are air
conditioned for year-round
utilization. Exerior expression is
brick masonry with large glass
openings on two sides. A corner
entry provides for easy access
from the south portion of the
campus and a pedestrian street
walkway will accommodate
commuter center traffic as well ·
as traffic through the facility to
other campus areas.
The resultant building is also
so designed that if bid costs
. exceed the authorized construction budget areas can be
deleted since many separate
alternatives are being planned .
These precautions allow the
University to anticipate the
continuing increasing construction inflation and still be able
to construct a great portion of
the building that is functionally
usable.
This project is the end result
of many, many hours of the
best efforts of many dedicated
individuals and groups .. . the
Northeastern Illinois University
Ad Hoc 8uilding Program
Committee; the Commuter
center Board of Managers; the
UNI administration; the Commuter Center Director, Mr. Cliff
E. Harralson ; the Campus
Planning Officer, Mr. Melvyn
A . Skvarla ; the building
program consultant; the food
service consultant; the construction cost consultants and
the team of architects and
engineers. Their efforts have
all been greatly appreciated.
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Cassidy in Concert

Classifieds

by Joe Weinshenker

Wanted: Student Draftsman
The Campus Planning Office
wishes to immediately employ
an experien·ced draftsman as a
student aide . Work schedule
will be adjusted to class
schedule and salary commensurate with experience. Previous high school architectural
drafting knowledge minimum
qualification and would prefer
actual working knowledge .
Must be able to read blueprints .
Contact Melvyn A . Skvarla,
Campus Planning, 3237 W . Bryn
Mawr, Extension 548 , for
appointment.
·

Approximateiy 7,000 fans flocked to the Arie
Crown Theatre at McCormack Place Saturday, to
hear David Cassidy in person . The first half of the
concert featured a great singing duo (the
fantastic Dave Ellingson and his charming and
talented wife Kini Carnes .)
A strange phenominum occurs every time
Cassidy performs on stage. The Audience goes
into a mad frenzy. All he has to do is hold out his
hand and there is a sudden rush of dozens of girls
trying to get to him on stage . The Andy Frain
ushers did a good job of keeping them off the
stage during and after the concert. However,
several gals were successful in running the usher
blockade at the procedium arch . When they
reached their idol they just hugged and kissed
him until they were diligently carried off by
ushers and security men . During one of the
attempts Cassidy's road manager Steve Alsberg
received a number of punches and kicks from
one of the frantic fans.
What's Cassidys secret appeal to all those girls?
Is it his slinky movements on stage, his sense of
humor, his friendly attitude toward the people
who are around him?
I certainly don't know, but this phenomina has
to be seen to be believed .
The peoples reactions to the concert varried,
the majority screamed almost loud enough to
drown out the sound system that was supplied
by Continental Music. Some cried, one girl
even fainted :

tiger kitten for free . . friendly ..
kind .. male . . . and about 8
weeks old
378 1781 .
Good Home Wanted for a
lovable · 4 month old Siamese
Kitten . . Male . . call 589 2484
in the evening
$15 .
1967 T200 Suzuki . . $1200. call
Peter Ext. 270.
Looking for a tiger cub as
advertised on the radio will pay
$100. 675-6509.
Even though their schedule was hectic for the
whole tour here on Saturday, and their concert in
Minneapolis Minnesota-on Sunday afternoon and
evening, Cassidy and his band were in a playful
mood. Dispite all the roomers that Cassidy is
stuck-up or that he is a feme are all false . I found
him to be q friendly, down to earth person,
maybe a little shy at times but a really nice guy. I
was talking to hi s equipment manager Dave
Naftilan and Dave Ellingson (who is featured in
the first half of the concert.) They said they reall y
enjoy doing ~·gig with Cassidy, " it's a real ball."
The concert was put on by Triangle
Productions. All I could say to the man who was
running the concert (Dennis Mayoff), was "It was
one Hell of i1 show".

Akai M-10 tape recorder, only
10 hrs. playing time, w/3 6-hour
tapes (Beatles, Stones, etc.)
$260 or best offer. 539-0316 or
463-2218

Alternative Radio . .. WRNE 600
am ... 9 to 5 weekly anywhere
on campus ... expand yourself.
Looking for a motorcycle, will
pay $175. to $200 . call
929-6416 .

There are still some places
available for students in the
Orientation Class for those
interested in living on an Israeli
kibbutz (commune). To be able
to go on this program during
the January-April trimester ,73,
you must register for the
Orientation Class 95-320-02.
This class can be added during
the first class week in
September. Please contact
Office of Community Service
B-111 to find out more about
this opportunity.

The fantastic Dave Ellingson and the talented Kim Garnes [above]. David
Cassidy woo's the girls in the audience with one of his songs [above right].
Photos by Joe Weinshenker.

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
..eat it with a knife & fork ..
(IT'S THICK)

Thank goodness some things
never change.
Good things, like expressing
your lov~ with a diamond
And goo~ things, li ke the 62 year old
Hollands Jewelers policy of returning your
money if you 're not satisfied.
Lots ?f things have changed, too. For .
the better. Like the newest cuts in diamonds
especially our exciting new heart shapes'.
And the large selection of beautiful
new settings that you 'll find ·at
~H,ollaods Jewele,s today,

visit our Oi>lll £1~glish dining room

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
OPEN MON-SAT 11:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 2:00 P.M.

Hollands .Jewelers
Since 1110

Downtown

EvergrHn Plua

Lakehu111

Woodfield

•1

!

\
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Northeaslern's Flea Market Riot
by John Barnitz
Northeastern students displayed their wares
on July 11 as the Com_m uter Center Activities
Board sponsored the second annual flea
market. Held in the shaded area of the
courtyard between the A-wing and the library,
student merchants created a phantasmagoria of
artwork, jewel-ry, and bric-a-brac attracting
Northeastern browsers and bargain hunters on
an 86 degree Tuesday.
Among the business (wo)men were Burt
Greenberg, Robert and Margie Lastick, Vera
Walker, Faye Ryan, Pat Peterson, and Millie
Shepherd .
Although a flea market is usually defined as
a shop or open market where antiques, used
household goods , curios, and cheap finery are
sold Northeastern's flea market offered some
elab~rate items of craftmanship, which, if a
student didn't buy, he would , at least, have
enjoyed seeing or touching.
Burt Greenberg displayed his collection of
colorful candles - consisting of owls, cars,
dolls , ships, tombstones, frogs, peacocks,
Buddhas, and smiling faces . Burt stated that he
and Pat Addante have prepared these over a
period of twso months . Prices ranged between
one and four dollars .
Also displaying . candles were Robert and
Margie Lastick who mentioned that the unique
qualities of their art work were that the candles
were shaped upon recycled motor oil cans, and
that the flame will glow in a dark room t_hrough

the translucent holes and bands.
If your interests didn't lie in wax, perhaps
Vera Walker's collection of jewelry, cologne,
and 8-track stereo tapes would have affected
your wallet. Jewelry included Centurian, Family
Crest, and Napoleonic medallions, and . native
African earings. Jimi Hendrix, Diana Ross, Andy
Williams, and the Jackson 5 were also available
for $2.50 and $3.00.
Faye Ryan's booth offered a choice from a
glass managerie of ten cent knick-knacks .rooster and pig and kitten and horse and swan
and elephant and wild duck . Home made
florals, candles, and "precious babies in egg
shells" comprised the remainder of her display.
Previously exhibited in the library showcase
last September, Pat Peterson's ceramic mushroom plaques were also available _at the flea
market. The most creative merchandise for sale,
these specimens were composed of flora from
the forest preserves and railroad tracks, and
were attached to varnished pieces of crates
along with the ceramic mushrooms . These
decorous creations were priced beginning at
$3.50.
The flea market was not a place to purchase
fleas, - although fleas probably had something
to do with the etymology of the compound
word - nor was it a garage sale, a white
elephant sale, or a rummage sale. It was a
combination of art, creativity, and attraction on
a warm summer afternoon on campus . The only
thing missing was the music of the Tijuana
Brass - Spanish Flea.

Selective
Service
System
The Selective . Service System today announced that the
draft lottery ceiling will remain at RSN 75 in order to
meet the September call of
4,800 men. Lottery number 75
was annonced earlier as the
ceiling for August inductions.
September induction orders
will be mailed beginning August 1 to all available men
with lottery numbers 75 and
below who are classified 1-A
and 1-A-O. T-hese men will
receive at least 30 days notice
of their induction date. Conscientious objectors, classified
1-0 with lottery numbers 75
and below, will be issued
orders to report to alternate
work in civilian jobs at the
same time. These men serve
two years .
Acting Draft Director Byron
V. Pepitone explained that
sufficient numbers of men to
meet the September call will

Photos of the flea market show [top] Burt Greenberg
cheerfully waiting on a prospective customers; [above] Pat
Peterson describing her ceramic mushroom plaques; and [left]
Vera Walker chatting with one of the flea market browsers.
PRINT staff photos by John Barnitz.

Plea,e let u,
be available in the manpower
pool at lottery number 75 and
below. These are men who
will become fully available
following · the issuance of
orders for August inductions.
September's inductions will
bring the total of men inducted into the Army in 1972 to
36,000. The Defense Department has requested Selective
Service to deliver 50,000 men
for the entire year.

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 Oz. Pitebe, ol Millef'r Beet i2.IS
LIGHT OR DARK

CASUAL & COZY
ROARING FIREPLACES

• BARBECUE RIBS
& CHICKEN
• BRATWURST & OTHER
"GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS
• GREAT SATURDAY &
SUNDAY BRUNCH
11 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Steak & Eggs, potatoes,
english muffins, HARVEY
WALLBAHGER, Screwdriver.
Bloody Mary or juice, &
coffee or tea . . .only $2.15
• PEANUTS IN THE SHELL
• COCKTAILS
& HOT DRINKS

P,oces F' o r Ttle S 1u d en t , Budget ·

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990

1447 N. Wells 664-2393

• Open fr om L u n ch till 2A M 7 Da,, a Weck • AMPLE FRE_[ PARKING

kn::~~L::u &.:u.:::~ng

~:dua:;on

,:1

we can order you a cap and gown. This should be done as
soon as possible.
~--~-immer~an _j

avanlsful·
saturday
sunday
monday
tuesday
8 pm

5 thru 7
quiet knight
6
7

jackson browne
happy birthday, vera!
bon voyage, sue!

8

mus. of contemporary
art
friday
11 thru 13
noon-10 pm rush street
saturday
12
9 pm
college of complexes
MO 4-3083

sunday 13
13
monday
14
8:30 pm ravinia
tuesday
15
11 :45 pm
wednesday
16
8: 30 pm ravinia
thursday
17
8 pm
forum theatre
friday
18
8:30 pm ravinia
saturday
19
noon- 3 pm buckingham fountain
grant park
sunday
20
arie crown theatre
7 pm

george cukor's film
"gaslight"
gold coast art fair
"all the news that ain't fit to
print" dfscussion led by staff
of chgo journalism review
feliz cumpleanos, lee!
chicago
buy a chocolate cake!
the association
opening of "company"
roberta flack
free street theatre

cheech & ~h~ng and harry chapin
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School

•
. by Cathy Jones

.
It is a voice of the people, It is an informer, a guide, a mirror
of the times.
It should present the facts , and take a stand when necessary.
It is our goal that the readership of this special issue of the
PRINT will take the time to read all the articles, to take a stand,
and to become involved ."
·
For those of us who have weathered the entire summer here at
Northeastern, the words · above might sound familiar. They were
stated in the first issue of the trimester. The first issue under my
Editorship.
lhe words, though , are still as appropriate still as
important. It was my personal goal as · editor to bring TOPIC
back to the pages of the paper. And in this I feel I was
. supremely successful. ·
The WAR issue was greeted with enthusiasm or disgust ~
people felt that the paper was finally becoming a forum for open
opinion, others felt it was a waste of students fees to
."regurgitate" stale feelings about Viet Nam . (Feelings of peace, I
might point out). The point to me is not so much that people
were pleased or disgusted, the point is that they READ the issue.
Of course every Editor likes to fee·I that their paper is widely
accepted, but at UNI, a minimal of "being read" is appreciated . .
One of our issues featured a verbal attack on the Football
Club's spending. Enraged students (both pro and con) kept the
PRINT phones busy . I was accused of everything from making up
the figures to using the Club to single out an attack on certain
members. Neither, of course, is true, but it is with much
personal satisfaction that I can report a united effort of student

Old Rags for llew Minds
by Dennis Majewski
The summer trimester is coming to a close and we all have
accomplished a great deal including the Advisory Committee for
the Program for Interdisciplinary Education.
The Advisory Committee wi 11 be a year old this September and is
made up of five fa culty members and five student members. These
ten peop le work together as a comm itt ee to carry o ut and operate
under the Guidelines set by th-em . Becuase of other commitments
and responsibilities several of the student and faculty members had
•to step dow n from their posi tions . These positions cannot be left
vacant . The comm ittee is ask ing for vo lunteers who are interested
in servin g to contact t he Center for Program Deve lopment at ext.
378 or ext. 496 or stop by the f ift h floo r of the bee hive an d leave
your name, address, and phone.
The committee has adjourned for the summer after having
laun ched PI E into full o peration . Starting thi s fall , PIE will have a
coordinator to work with the pro_gram on a day to day basis . Mr.
Jerry B. Olson wil l be ho lding the pos itio n.
Several proposals also were approved . Th e " Kibbutz Proj ect " has
been exten ded to aga in give students a chance to take the planning
course being offered thi s fall and to imp lement the pl ann ing during
t he w inter trim ester. As you kn ow the " Kibbutz Projec t" is a
li ving-wo rkin g-learn ing ex peri ence th at takes p lace on an Israe li
Kubbu tz. Interested ? Please contact th e Offi ce of Communi ty
Relation s (OA-1 2 or ext. 522) .
The " Study Tour of Western Europe" bein g spon sored by Mr.
Harry W hi te and Mr. Leo Seged in has been gi ven t he green light.
The plannin g course is going to be offered in t he w inter and as part
of the impl ementation , the study will continu e in Western Europe,
study in g art and literature for some thirty to forty f ive days abroad .
For fu rth er in formatio n co ntact M r. Harry White in room S-1 45C at
ext. 415 o r M r. Leo Seged in in room C-411 at ext. 386.
A lso t his fall , for those stu dents wh o have an idea and des ire to
develop and experim ental pro ject but are not sure how to go about
it, a new Pl E course is being offered entitled INTRODUCTION TO
EXPERIMENTAL PROJECT DESIGN w hi ch w ill be " taught" by the
coordin ato r,. Jerry Olson. The course number is 95-320-01 . Details
can be had by conta cting tghe Center for Program Development.
There are stil l mo re ongoing project s, too man y to mentio n
t hem all , but thin gs are reall y happenin g. If you have an idea for a
project o r w an t mo re info rm ati on about the other pro je cts , please
contact t he Center for Program Deve lopment.

Parking
by Paula Levy

clubs on this campus (lej:l by Anthropos) to organize students
After seven years of ne8()from their clubs to run for Student Senate in the fall. They hope
to take the grip of the Football Club. off the Student Senate and tiating, UNI is close to getting
what everyone agrees it needs
their influence out of Student Fees.
This summer also opened up the discussion of Racism at - more parking space. GovernNortheastern in the pages of the PRINT. Despite the fact that the or Ogilvie has signed a bill
series was discontinued after the tragic shooting, the word has that makes it possible for the
not left our· lips. Racism and sexism will be echoed in the fall. Chi cago Board of Edu cation to
The wounds we have inflicted on our sisters and brothers will sell its Parental School prop~rty just south of UNI. In fact,
not go unmended .
.
But more than this, · 1 feel that the PRINT has been an Dr. Redmond of the Bd. of Ed .
education to all of us. Through discussion, we have all learned a has said that the sooner we
little something about others, and ourselves. Students and get the property, the happier
he will be . But the package
Administration alike have "shown their colors ."
· I have grown quite a bit this summer. I learned the meaning being sold to UNI not only
of ' lawsuit', 'physical violence', 'I'm gonna get you Jones', 'scared con sists of land for parking shitless liberal' , as well as 'sisterhood', 'human-ness', 'friendship', it also includes the entire
Parental School complex and a
and 'g~tting an education'.
I found out which people were willing to give me mental (and south side girls' school , both
physical) support when I needed it. I found out which people to be run by the university.
The Parental School · near
were 'card carrying liberals' and which people were better than
radical or liberal, but were HUMAN. l found out what family UNI now houses about 100
togetherness means, as they suffered the threats and the near students, all male. There are
physical breakdown with me. I learned why people move away facilities for 150. Students can
from home so they can spare others ·.the fear and worry of be placed in the school after
being truant for more than
"getting too involved".
The PRINT has done for me, and I hope in some small sense . one hundred school days .
for you too, what no course at this college can ever do - it gave Officially, the length of a
me that jump into what it means to be a person .
student's stay is four weeks .
Then he or she returns home .
. In reality, the average stay at
the boys' school is twelve
weeks and at the girls' school ,
· nine months . Students are
between 8 and 16 years old .
Originally , the Pa rental
School was supposed to provide a farm life for its
students. They still rai se pi gs,
which are sold to get fund s for
the school and are useful in
getting rid of the ga rba ge.
Th e univ e r sit y h opes t o
improve conditi ons at both
school s. lnjerested seniors and
gradu ate students wi ll eve ntua lly have an opportunity to
become in vo lved . UN I will
initiate a study alo ng with the
Welfare Coun c il of M etropolitan Chi cago and other
agencies to determin e how th e
operation of the sc hoo ls wi ll
conti nue. Th e long-range plan
is to f inall y ph ase-out t he
sc hoo ls altogether.
UN I offic ials .hope to begin
work on t he 1,000-space parking lot in September. Before
t his ca n be done, however, t he
sale mu st be o ff ic iall y OK'ed
by t he St ate, t he Bd . of Ed .,
t he City Coun cil (w hich will
Chicago Cl ubs infielder Carmen Fanzone performed along
undoubtedl y se nd it to comw ith t he Judy Roberts Trio before an estimated 200 m usic fans
mi ttee) and t he Mayor's atat the " friendl y confines of bea u tiful" No rt h eastern' s
torn ey. M ore rea li sti ca ll y, t he
Auditorium on July 26 at 2 p.m . The concert was sponsored by
UNI communi ty ca n expect
the Commuter Centers Activities Board Concert Series. Staff
the added parkin g space as a
photo by John Barnitz .
Chri stmas gi ft, or a '' Hell or"
present for 1973 .

Have a
nice break

The only things inflationary about it are the tires.

(and
graduation)

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

603S N. BROADWAY
~ - BR S-3S00

Open Eves
Closed Sun
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK FOR A
:
GROWING ORGANIZATION?
:
•t The Alumni Association is looking for !•
~

-.c interested alums to help on its several

•
:
•

committees. The committees includ e
Progr ams, Pu blicity , Pub l ications,
Membersh i p, and s everal other s.

•
•

!

~

••• The association has many upc oming events, •••

!

!

•

including Homecoming, whi ch will n eed t he
he l p and support of its members.
•

•
:
•

If you hav e any i deas or are interested
in helping, please call or wr ite Pat
Szymczak, c/ o Alumni Office at Northeastern.

•••
••
•

•••

-iC

:
•

••
•
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Strangers in a Strange Land
In a strange cultural setting
alienated from what you knew
as the o nly way to live, it
seems strange to find anything
at all to identify with . There
are no holds barred, with all
previous cultural identity stripped away, leaving you to
re-form, to fit, to exist.
Being able to live fully in
Israe l for 3½ months takes
guts. It exposes you to participating and interacting with
others, opening up and really
understanding what it means
to be human . Or you can just
exist. Get up each morning,
eat, go to work , an·d sleep. It
wouldn' t be any bother, and
you wouldn 't have to ·worry
about any challenges or taking
any risks . The Choice is yours .
Kibbutz life is not a picnic
nor wi II the 3 ½ months spent
there be a vacation . But it can
be a thrilling and exciting
growing experience if you
want it to be. Cultures may be
different, but the parallels are
unmistakable.
If you have any questions or
comments, the Off ice of Community Services is now firmly
established in 8-111 , ext. 522.
Come in and browse.

. SAVE LAKE MICHIGAN

The Lake M ichigan Bill of Rights, House Bill 2532 spo nsored
by State Representative Robert Mann, must be passed by t he
State Legislature . Its ·provisions will make construct ion of t he
lake ai rport virtually impossible, drastically curtail t he dumpi ng
of harmful pollutants by both industry and sewage processing
facilities; and curb irresponsible construction of lake front
high-rises.
Passage of the Lake Bill of Rights is one part of CAP's plan to
force polit icians, industrialists, and real estate developers to act
in the interest of a. cleaner, more beautiful Lake Michigan .

THE DETERIORATION OF LAKE MICHIGAN
More than half of the 157 lake-bottom stations checked by the
Illi nois Envi ronmental Protection Agency in 1970 were found to
be " biologically degraded. " In several places pollution has killed
off all but the few species of organisms that survive in murky
oxygen-depleted water and in bottom muck.
In light of the state's findings, William Beecher, naturalist and
director of the Chi cago Academy of Sciences, concluded :
" Calumet Harbor is essentially dead, and we're facing the death
of the entire lake."

FACTS CONCERNING THE FATE OF LAKE MICHIGAN
Plans are proceeding to place an international airport in Lake
Michigan off 55th Street. Already $600,000 of the tax-payers'
money has been spent studying the project.
Jet noise and destruction of lakefront areas for transportation
facilit ies make the project ruinous for lake front and South Side
Communities. In addition, the la~e airport may disrupt currents,
increase eutrophication and pollute the lake with surface run-on
and hydro-carbon emissions from the jet planes.
Included in plans fo r the airport is a quarry in the lake
des igned to supply ·rock for t he embankment.
Dumpings from Illinois indus\i and sew age processi ng
facilities into Lake Michigan total over 343,000 pounds per day
of solid material.
·
Illino is Central ai r rights fro nting Lake M ichigan are al ready
being developed in an area bounded by Randolph and the
Chicago River and for a second development south · of
McCormick Place. Ugly high-ri se buildings threaten the entire
lakefront .

"

SHALOM

by

ART LANGE

The remaining Ad Hoc poetry readings have
been ca nceled due to what appears to be lack
of interest. W e w ill try t o continue the series in
September; meanwhile, some fi ne readings are
taking place at The Blue Store, Well ington &
Racine. - Every Wednesday night.
Stonew ind Publi cation s, the people who run
the poetry read ings. at The Blue Store, have
released STONEWIND IV. This is a magazine of
poetry by some poets of close proxi mity to
UNI , and some not so c lose. STONEWIND IV
can ~ obtained by · leaving a message in the
Creative Writing Center, or better yet, by
coming to The Blue Store. Poetry is now being
accepted for STONEWIND V.
amor sin zapatos
My m ind trips over you
l ike unseeing
feet
over dead dreams
And I keep stubbing my

toe.

V.R. PICNIC
The t hird annu al Northeastern 11I'.nois University Young
Republican picnic will be held
Sunday, August 20, at Caldwell
Woods, Milwaukee and Devon
groves 1 and 2, from noon until
nite. The picnic , which for the
fi rst two years, served as a
get-together and informal orientation for incoming freshmen and transfers, this year will
be open
to the entire
Northeastern community, students, faculty and administra-

EC8

tion , and we are also inviti ng
statewide, countywide a nd
legislative cand idates of both
major po l itical pa rties. The
picnic this year is bei ng
dedicated to our late sponsor,
Athletic Director Charles Kane,
and is part of a twenty-fi r~t
birthday celebration for the YR
president, Kathy Wa nders. Cost
of the picnic wi ll be one dollar
for all the food and beer, and a
small charge for mixed drinks
that may be served .

St ud e n t enrolled i n t he THE IMPORTANCE OF CITIZEN ACTION
Center For Inner City Studies
Broad based citizen support will be necessary to push the Lake
will have their Student Union
Michigan
Bill of Rights through the Illinois Legislature.
Fee set aside to approve their
own campu s needs. Previously According to Rep. Mann, CAP is the kind of organization which
their Student Union Fees were can generate su ch support . " A citizens group like CAP," Mann
not separated from those fees believes, "is in a position to press at the grass roots level for
passage of th is bill. The extent of ci tizen backing wi ll be the
of the Northside campus.
Remodel ing at the Center cri tical element in determ ining the fate of the bill."
For Inner City Studies has
been delayed by t he Elevator CAP'S CONTRIBUTION TO A CLEANER, MORE HEALTHY
Workers Strike. There has been CHICAGO
a revision of the completion
The Citizens Action Program, formerly the Campaign Against
of the des i gn -development
planning phase by the cost Pollution, has won the following victories in the battle to clean
consultants. An analysis was up the environment:
given, indicating a 3% inA 60 percent reduction of sulfur dioxide in Chicago's air
crease in projected construcresulting from CAP's campaign to force Commonwealth Edison
tion costs. However, substan-•
to use low sulfur fuel.
tial savings in mechnaical
End of air pollution from the Stickney sewage treatment
costs and increasing general
facility which for 30 years dumped tons of grease into the air
construction work were pointof the Southwest side.
ed out. Additional fund for
security and audio visual sy!i'Plan developed in conference with the Department of Entems is said to be forthcomvironmental Control for controlling coke oven emissions from
ing.
Wisconsin and Interlake Steel.
There is a need to provide
Air pollution monitoring devices brought to the South East
more space for the Center's
side by the -EPA at the request of CAP.
present operation , and to seek
the availability of mobile units
Agreement with State Senate leadership to hold public
from t he Board of Education hearings in Chicago on the Lake M ichigan Bill of Rights.
and North Campus. There w ill
also be an invest igation into f _ - - - - - - - - - any possibl ity of available
I want to help save the lake
space in the old Drexel Bank I .
·
Bu i ld i ng at Oa kwood ari d I D I will attend public hearings on the Lake Bill of Rights.
Co ttage Grov e . Presi•d ent
D I am interested in testifying at the public hearings.
Sac hs and Dr. Lieneman sugD I have ' hours available for "Save the Lake" wo rk.
gested that the Center's pro'O Enc1osedis my contribution to the CAP Save the Lake Fund.
gram shou ld be held · ar It~
present level without ad&
tional growth unti l the com I NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ __..;._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
p letion of the ren o vatior 1
ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'--work . It was agreed by "th~
committee to seek five additional classrooms by renting
PHONE
nearby mobi le units.

August 8 - Fidel Castro.
Depicting not only the life of Castro and his rise to power, but also
surveying Cuban history sir.ce 1898. From the award-winning " Biography"
. series . 26 minutes. b/ w.

-,
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Send to:
CAP - SA VE TH E LAKE
600 W. Fullerton Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60614
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NO MORE PRINT?
Date:

July 31 , 1972

To:

John Wa ec hte r , Chairman. Student Affairs Counc il
John Ga ughan, President. Student Senate

From:

William L.Howenstine, Vice-President for Student
Services and Dean of Students

The Publications Policy of the Board of Governors, adopted
February .21, 1970, states that Institutional leadership is
responsible for student publications in accord with the objectives of the institution, and the method of discharging
that responsibili .ty shall be the subject of appropriately
explicit institutional policy." According to both the
Faculty Constitution and the Student Constitution, the
Student Affairs Council holds responsibility for developing
policy in the areas of cocurriculat activities and student
life.
11

On repeated occasions during the past two · years the Council
has been asked to form a Publications Board and/or a publications policy. Over a year ago the administration proposed a
policy statement on student publications which was rejected
by the Student Senate in June 1971. More recently the Student
Senate apparently ~~tablished a Publications Board, but my
questions to the Student President relative to the existence
of a University student publicat ions policy have remained
unanswered. Again we face a new academic year with unanswered
q ues ti on s re 1at i v e. to student pub 1 i cat i on s .
I no l onger fe el ab l e to acc ept this sit uation, and, accordingly, as f i scal agen t for Student Activit i es Fees I will
proc ess no further requisitions for student pu blications of
any kind , inclu din g student duplicating, ~s of September 1,
unless a University Student Publications Policy has been
formulated and approved by the Pres i dent.

Notice of th i s action i s being mai~ed to all student clubs
and organizations as we l l as to yourselves. It is hoped that
the intervening month will provide sufficient opportunity to
develop a University policy statement consistent with .the
Board of Governors polity and Guidelines for Institutional
Pl.of.Ii~~• co~~o~
· hich
attached • . .

i~e

&,t(~u"~l(, ·:

-.............,

~ k · .·. ·

WLH:lk
·
encls. ·
·
·
cc
Jerome M. Sachs, ·President
Edgar Gangware, Chairman,
Student Fees Committee

The PRINT welcomes questions and comments from
students, staff, fac ulty and administration. Letters to the
Editor should be marked as such. Re buttals should be
dated no later than two weeks after the original article. ·
Authors shou ld li mit their letters to 300 words. Due to
limited space, the PRINT reserves the right to edit, NOT
CENSOR, letters, and they will be labled t hus. Gue~t
Editorials shoul d be under 500 words and delivered to
the Editor. All copy sent to the PR INT must be typed and
signed by the author. Unsigned articles will not get
published for reasons of liabi lity. Column ists are
responsible for the use of good journalism . and
responsible reporting Articles under column headings, as
well as letters to the Editor are opinions of 'the writer,
and the legal responsibility of that person. Free
classifieds are a service for the students of UNI and are
not to be used for free advertisement by business.
Deadline for a Friday issue is the preceeding Friday.

·

·

Berniece Zimmerman~
Associate Dean of Students
and Dean of W~men
Griff D. Pitts, Associate
Dean of Students

PRINT is a publication put out every two weeks by the students of Northeastern Illinois_
University. Anyone wishing to work for the PRINT, or wanting to contact us with info
should visit our office in e-2i4 [above the north dining hall ], or call us at ext. 270. The
views expressed on the recyclable paper do not necessarily reflect those of the
administration.

EDITOR ...... . ........................................... . . Cathy Jones, Jane Green
MANAGING EDITOR ..............•.. ·.. ... . .. .............. Barb Ulman, Paula Levy
NEWS EDITOR ...................................... .' .............. Bob Huffman
BUSINESS MANAGER ................ ... .... . . . .. . .... .. ... Jules Beuck, Bob Butnik
PHOTO EDITOR ..... ........... .. . ... . Alan Axelrod, Derm O'Conell, Saundra Taylor
SECRET ARY ... . . : . .. .. . ..... .......... .... ....... . ............ . ... .. . John Barnitz
COLUMNISTS: Eugene B'arnes, Debbie Washington ...:. hujambo rafiki, Dana Mentgen music,· Art Lange - reactions, Jane Green - equinox, Cathy Jones - page two, anji
mcelwain - artist
STAFF: Arlene Straus, Andrea Zlabis, Paul Froelich, Tim Coogan, Mary Pat Britton, Mike
Kesselman, Lorin Kane Denis Majewsi, Joe Weinshenker

